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LO'Faolin imns
Ireland's Writers
On Wednesday, March 10, Scan
O'Faolain delivered the third in
his series of four lectures as Boston College Writer in Residence.
Speaking en "Irish Literature After Yeats," he told his.audience
that "Irish literature has a sense
of words, a sense of drama, a
tragic and a comic sense of life.
All thait it lacks is intelligence?
a discipline or control over its

already too present inspiration."
Dividing Irish literary history
into two major periods, he said
that "William Butler Yeats is
the romantic pole in 'the oscillation of Irish literature, and James
Joyce is the realistic pole." As
he traced the shift from the first
pole to the second, he said that
before Ireland gained its independence its literatur was romantic and highly nationalistic.
After the revolution, the nationalism became chauvinism, and the
literary emphasis shifted to so-

cial realism.

"But realism, like intelligence,
has never sat well on the Irish
mind," he continued. "Irish literature has never produced a
cold, scalpel-like intellectual mind,
and though Joyce describes his
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Dublin with clinical realism, he
never seeks to explain the forces
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WoilsdrnwScholarships
Awarded Eight BC Scholars
Eight

by

Boston College students have been named Woodrow Wilson Fellows
producing it.
the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation, and five others have qualiMr. O'Faolain cited Brendan
Behan a? an example of the lack fied for an honorable mention.
Chosen from a nationwide list of 11,000 students, the eight Fellows are Frank
of intellectual control, which he
said is tec prevalent in Irish lit- A. Bergon, John J. Brock Jr., Michael J. Connolly, Thomas M. Curley, Allan J. Curerature. "Behan wrote a fine ran, Daniel J. Harrington, S.J., Joseph H. Lynch and Edmond J. Morrissey.
They will receive tuition and fixed fees for the first year of study at the
play, The Quare Fellew, and a
good comedy, The Borstal Boy, graduate school of their choice, plus a stipend for living expenses. The Fellows are
but he lacked the literary discip- selected with the hope that they will make a career of college teaching.
line his genius needed. But even
Frank A. Bergon is both Editor
so, he is excellent. All he needed
was another ten years or so to of the Stylus and a Scholar of the
make up for Hhe twenty he squan- College. Mr. Bergon, who was a
varsity wrestler for two years, is
dered."
Commenting on current Irish a member of Alpha Sigma Nu,
literature, he said "there is no the national Jesuit Honor Society.
homogeneous literary movement He will do graduate work in Engin Ireland today. Young Irish lish at Stanford.
writers are spread across the
John Brock will study Russian
globe as they have always been. at Harvard. Last summer he went
But Irish literature has clung too to Russia on a language study
leng to its age and I look for- tour.
ward to the time when we will
Director of the Schola Cantorum,
have a young literature again." Michael Connolly was also the DiMr. O'Faolain, whose latest rector of the Junior Show. A memsrhort story appears in the cur- ber of Alpha Sigma Nu, he will
rent issue of the Atlantic Month- study linguistics at MIT.
cut Historical Society Bulletin. At interested in opera and classical
Thomas Curley is President of Harvard Mr. Curley will study music.
ly, will conclude his series of
lectures en March 24, when he the Alpha and Omega Honor So- English.
Mr. Daniel Harrington, S.J., is a
will speak on "Biography and Au- ciety. This spring an article by
Allan Curran will continue his third-year philosophy student at
appear
him will
in the Connecti- Classics studies at Brown. He is Weston College. He, too, will go
tobiography."
to Harvard and do his graduate
work in Semitic languages.
Sodality Prefect Joseph Lynch is
a Scholar of the College, Editor of
the Humanities Magazine, and a
member of Alpha Sigma Nu. He
will study history at Harvard.
Edmond Morrissey who is tentatively planning to pursue his
Classics studies at Harvard is a
prospective Marshall Scholar. If
By MICHAEL RAHILL
he qualifies for this scholarship, he
The Campus Council, at their meeting on Monday, approved a University- will attend University College,

Campus Council Approves
University Activities Fee

Oxford.
wide activities fee, and passed a resolution calling for tuition stabilization.
The other students named to the
Acting on two proposals passed by a special Student Congress, the Council honorable
mention list are Jerome
approve
per
campus
voted to
an annual fee of $5
student for the support of
ac- J. Bylebyl, Louis P. Doody, Gary
tivities, and to suggest that each student's tuition remain constant for his four L. Miller, Alfredo A. Suarez and
years.
Peter J. Thornton.
The activities fee proposal now goes to the Treasurer's Office for further
discussion, while the tuition resolution will be sent to Fr. Walsh and the Board of
Cop
Trustees.

BPenoRbleacipntO
Is f
Junior Year Abroad Grant

Sophomore Robert Penella has
been named as the recipient of the
Junior Year Abroad Scholarship.
The announcement came during a
reception for Very Rev. Michael

VOL XLV

F. Walsh, S.J., given by the Campus Council.
The scholarship is given annually to a sophomore in good standing in any of the undergraduate

schools of the university. The recipient of the scholarship must
have a solid "B" average, good
command of a language, and references attesting to his academic
maturity and ability to do inde-

pendent work.

Father Walsh congratulates Bob Penella

The Junior Year Abroad program at Boston College was inaugurated in 1959 when four students were granted permission to
study in Europe. At that time, the
options for foreign study were
limited to the Fordham University
program at Louvain in Belgium
and the Institute of International
Studies program at Vienna, Austria. When the scope of the program was broadened in 1960, thirdyear students studied in London,
(Continued on Page Two)

Fultonias
Halli
Tops In Varsity

Both proposals were originally
Awards;
enacted Sunday in a Student Congress, a special advisory body consisting of all senators from the
five student senates. The Congress
Over 40 college and universities
approved by a vote of 43 to 3 with
one abstention the $5 activitties from New England and the Atlanfee, and 31 to 14 the tuition pro- tic States met at Boston University
posal, with 2 senators abstaining. last weekend for a two-day debate
If approved by the Administra- tournament. When the results were
tion, the activities fee would rein, BC had swept all the awards
quire each student to make an at the freshmen level and all but
annual contribution of $5 to help one in the varsity division.
finance University activities. The
Dick Sumberg CBA '68, and
distribution of the $5 would allo- John Riley A&S '68 finished uncate $1.50 to the respective Stu- defeated with a 6-0 record and
dent's Senate, $1.50 to the Campus were named the top team in the
Council, and the remaining $2 to freshmen division. Peter Cooper
the four Inter-Class councils. In A&S '68 and Dave White A&S '68
an amendment passed by the Cam- finished close behind their colpus Council, the $2 would be given leagues and were named second
proportionately to the Inter-Class best team in their division. John
councils according to a formula Riley was awarded a plaque as
established jointly by the Campus the best freshman debater in the

Council and the chairmen of the
Inter-Class councils. Also, a buffer
fund would be established for
emergency loans to any senate or
Inter-Class council.
In a further amendment passed
(Continued on Page Two)

tourney.

In the varsity division, Harry
Attridge A&S '67 and Ron Jerutis
A&S

finished with a 5-1 record and

qualified for the elimination
rounds. They defeated the Univer(Continued on Page Two)
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The annual Spring Driver Edu-1 At their monthly meeting, the
cation Class will start March 16 Women's Recreation Association
at 7:30 p.m. at the Allston-Brigh- Board set the following dates for
ton YMCA, 470 Washington St., election of officersfor 1965-1966:
March 19, 1965?deadline for reBrighton.
This class will be completed turn of nomination papers.
within a month, affording licensed March 22, 1965?primary elecstudents a substantial reduction of tion (for offices with more than
insurance rates. Adult, licensed two candidates).
April 2, 1965?final election.
and unlicensed students are elipapers, requiring
EnNomination
to
enroll
in
this
course.
gible
dents.
rollment is now in progress and fifteen signatures, are available at
advance registration is advised as the Registrar's Office in the
this class will be limited so that Schools of Nursing and Education
personalized attention and instruc- or at Campion 18 from Miss PowRev. John R. McCall, S.J., Protion will be afforded every student. ell. Freshmen and sophomores
fessor of psychology at Boston
Those interested in this driving are urged to take an active part in
College, will discuss Child Devel- course may obtain further infor- the leadership of the W.R.A.
opment at a meeting of the Fac- mation by calling the"V" at
ulty Wives' Club, Sunday, March ST 2-3535 today.
14 at 3 p.m. at Cushing Hall.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Paul A.
The second annual IntercollegiBoulanger of 22 Whittier Rd., Welate Nursing Day will be held at
lesley; Mrs. Normand R. Cartier
Prayers are requested for the Hayden Hall on the B.U. campus
of 30 Old Colony Rd., Chestnut
Hill; and Mrs. Joseph Figurito of mother of David Brown, CBA '67, on March 13. The event, sponsored
the father of Dr. Walter G. Dris- by B.U. this year, will gather
110 Sycamore St., Roslindale.
psychologists
coll,
Director of University Re- basic students to hear as guest
leading
One of the
in New England, Fr. McCall also search, and the father of Shannon speaker Martha Rogers, Dean of
Chandley.
New York University.
teaches at Weston College.
On March 16th the A & S Honors Program will present Professor Evon Z. Vogt, a cultural anthropologist from Harvard, discussing Cultural Anthropology as
a Social Science. Professor Vogt
will speak in the Faculty Lounge,
McElroy 319, at 8 p.m. This lecture is the third in the current
series for Honors Program stu-

Faculty Wives' Club

IntercolD
gia ay

Please Pray

NEED MONEY?

BROTHERS FOUR CONCERT
Cousens Gym, Tufts University

B. F. CONCERT

Reserve $3.50
r
.1 to
nn
(General
$3.00

Box l03
Tufts u.P.O., Mass. 02153
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OF TERM PAPERS. THESES
Electric IBM Typewriter
Call Mrs. A. G. Slocombe
Tel VO 2-1676 after 5:30

JUNE 29 -JULY 28
Visit 8 Countries, 21 Cities.
Great Savings.
TOTAL COST $424.
including meals, travel, room, etc.
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STUDENT ENTERPRISES
120 MASS. AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
Phone: UN 4-6900, Exf. 2924
or, UN 4-3194

Sophia Loren

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT ID CARD
and 2»

within Europe.

Your Summer Placement Director or Student Aid Officer
will set up an interview schedule for you. If you're selected
your job is reserved until school closes.
And you may start work as early as April 1st.
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1. Minimum age, 18
r\l
2. Have a valid driver's license in State you'll be
working, and be able to drive a "stick" transmission. _l/
3. Pass a physical examination.

Write: Dept. CP
U.S. National Student Association
2*5 Madison A»e. New York. N.Y. 10016
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Of the students working six or more weeks last Summer
2 out of 3 earned $110 or more a week
1 out of 2 earned $118 or more a week
1 out of 4 earned $133 or more a week

(Continued from Page One)
sity of Maine in the semi-finals
and were defeated by two seniors
from Canisius in the finals on a
close 3-2 vote. The sophomores received an award for second place
in the varsity division of the tournament. Freshmen Bob Halli and
Art Desrosiers debatedin the varsity division and finished with a
4-2 record. Despite the fact that
competition was considerably stiffer in the varsity division, freshman Bob Halli was named top
speaker over the 80 upperclassmen in the tournament.
The Teams were accompanied
by Director of Debate, John Lawton, and his two assistants, Jim
Unger and Dick Ward, former Fultonians and now students at Harvard Law School.

Complete

THIS SUMMER
late

Fulton...

Due to the ethnic background
of the majority of the Heights
editors, the Heights will go to
press on Monday, March 15.
Deadline for copy will be Monday at noon.

KNIGHTS

$ 11U OR MORE 4>ThA
interview

(Continued from Page One)
Florence, Madrid as well as at
Louvain. To date, thirty-six students have represented Boston College at over a dozen major European Universities.
Mr. Penella plans to study Classics in Naples under a program
sponsored by Tufts University, in
collaboration with the Pignatelii
Museum in Naples. Mr. Pennella
will return to BC in September of
1966 to complete his studies here.

BEAT

'

$11 nil WEEK
IMS

The second proposal calls for an
Administration guarantee that tuition changes affect only the class
entering the University during an
academic year, and that a student
entering can assume that his tuition will remain constant during
his four years. The proposal contain' no concrete financial suggestions, and is being presented
as a reflection of student concern
for a more equitable tuition policy.

UNiversity 4-7763

II p need lo earn

remember

Treasurer's Office.

..

Send s+amPedi self-addressed envelope to:

tipi/ck

(Continued from Page One)
at the Congress, the Campus
Council would still be permitted
to run any number of mixers it
wants, but could only draw the
profits from one each semester for
its own use. Profits from the other
mixers would go into another special fund to grant gifts to clubs
and senates which petition the
Council for money. These gifts
would be pure stipends and would
not be repaid.
The fee would give the Campus
Council approximately $7950 per
year from the 5300 undergraduates. The senates would receive
their funds proportionately, with
A&S getting approximately $3150,
CBA $2550, Education $1350 and
the combined Nursing senates
$900. The distribution of the remaining funds to the four InterClass councils would be determined each September, after the
funds had been collected from the

Earn $2-$4 per hour
on sales in the
Allston-CambridgeSomerv.lle area.

8:00 P.M.

Saturday, March 20

JY
unior ear...

Campus Council...

SKATING CLUB
OF BOSTON
featuuring:

Stan & Susan Urban
(1965 Eastern Sold Dance

Champions)
and

Gary Viscounfi

(1964 North American
Champion and
1965 U.S. Champion)

McHugh Forum
March 12 & 13
8:00 p.m.

March 14,2:30 p.m.
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BCUndergautsSponsor
ROTCUnveilsIts Mental Health Programs

rogram
RecruiP
t

Plans are now being completed
by the Boston College ROTC Cadet Brigade for the initiation of
a High School Presentation program. Approximately twenty-five
senior cadets will participate in
the attempt to acquaint male high
school seniors with the four-year
and two-year ROTC courses. The
presentations will be given during
the manth of April.
The idea of ROTC presentations
on the high school level grew out
of a forum on ROTC affairs held
last year at Northeastern University. Cdt. Col. John T. Browne,
Brigade Commander at Boston
College, proposed the discussion
of such a program. The program
received such favorable response
that it will be implemented by
many colleges and universities
throughout the New England area.
The purpose of the presentations

is to familiarize the high school
students with the opportunities offered through ROTC for meeting
their military obligation to their
country. The cadet officers and
the cadre officer, who will accompany them, will be able to
answer questions concerning the
ROTC and military service thereby giving the students more time
to consider decisions about these

Last week, Boston College's
Sociology, Psychology and Mental Clubs hosted the first undergraduate Mental Health Program
in New England.
John Dockerty, co-chairman of
the Steering Committee, used the
"hour glass figure" to best symbolize the spirit of Mental Health
Week. From the general meaning

matters.
Col. John L. Murphy, Professor
of Military Science, will contact
Catholic High Schools in the Boston College Brigade will contact
approximately thirty other high
schools in the southeastern Mass,

of mental health, the interest
during the week turned to community mental health in particular. A case history of a patient
who has been rehabilitated to the
community was presented and
lastly the various opportunities
available to volunteers were discussed.
The last area was highlighted
as the main purpose of mental
health for the problem of mental illness is to be faced not only
by social workers and psychologists, but also by each one of us
in our contact with others.
On Monday, Dr. Philip Solo-

area.
The twenty-five members of the
presentation committee are presently deciding the final format of
the presentations. They will have
completed the plans and begun
presentations within two weeks.

LPresident
Weaomguen's

Promotes Civic Organizations

?

Dr. Herbert Hoffman, Technical Advisor to the Mental
Health Week Steering Committee, talks with Geoffrey Kane,
committee co-chairman.
herself then spoke to the group
and expressed her confidence in
the present mental health program speaking as one who has
been"on the other side."
At the Thursday meeting, a
group of Harvard students explained the volunteer programs
in which Harvard students participate. One of these is the Welet
Halfway House where students
voluntarily reside along with patients who are on the "last stop"
before re-entering the cornmunbefore re-entering the community.
Geoffrey Kane, also co-chairman of the Steering Committee,
expressed the hope that the influence of the mental health week
would serve to stimulate a greater degree of student participation
in volunteer programs on campus.
"We are at the end of the hour
munity. The rehabilitated patient glass, the rest is up to us."

teachers, in the community. Dr.
Cooper explained that if community action on these levels
could eliminate mental illness in
its initial state, the much needed
professional help may be used on
more advanced cases where the
need is more intense.
Dr. Robert Rapaport, Director
of the Institute of Human Sciences at BC, stated the new
theme is no longer "fighting mental illness" but "promoting mental health." The whole outlook is
now affirmative
love rather
than destruction.
On Wednesday, a panel consisting of a psychiatric team analyzed the case history of a specific patient, "Marge." The various
forms of therapy were discussed
to demonstrate means toward
keeping "Marge" in the com-

mon, Physician-in-Chief of the
Psychiatry Service at Boston City
Hospital, proposed the problem of
In the seventh lecture of the year, a single group might be ac- mental illness as a problem of
Political, Government; and Ci- tive in campaign* concerning the individual in
properly chantizen Involvement Series, Mrs. child welfare, civil service, eduthe
neling
experiences
or stimuLucy Benson spoke on "Citizen cation, tax reforms, and corrupOrganization for Common Goals". tion in government. She also lation of his environment and
Mrs. Benson, past member of pointed out that civic groups dif- controlling his behavioral rethe Advisory Board of Educational fer greatly in their structure, sponses.
Policy, and presently President some groups employing a full
Dr. Saul Cooper of the South
of the Massachusetts League of time professional staff of admin- Shore Mental Health Center narWoman Voters, adressed an en- istrators, secretaries, and lobby- rowed the problem to community
thusiastic, but sparse audience ist, while others, such as the mental health. He dealt
with
on March 3rd ir. the Murray Con- League of Women Voters, rely specific examples of how
mental
on
volunteers
for
their
entirely
ference room.
health can be met by municipal
"Many problems await the ac- work.
such as policemen and
Recalling some of her own ex- servants,
tion of civic groups," Mrs. Benson began, pointing out the fact periences in different campaigns,
that, while individual interest in particularly this year's drive to
government is necessary, a group abolish the Governor's Council,
is often more effective in im- Mrs. Benson noted that campaigns
pressing the legislature on the involving a change in government
importance of a bill. Mrs. Benson operations are the most difficult.
"Any change causes a shift in
went on to say that, although
looked down upon by many legis- political power," she continued,
lators, civic groups work for the saying that this is never favorA special cne month tour of
betterment of the community and ably welcomed by the legislators Europe is being organized for
25
their titles of "trouble-makers" involved. Commenting further on students, faculty and staff membodies"
"busy
and
were grossly the position of the legislators, bers of Boston College and their
AtSulivanNight
Award
unfair.
Mrs. Benson was quick to assert immediate families. The tour will
Commenting on several civic that "politicians are not merely cost $789 per person;
it will leave On Tuesday, March 16, at 7:00 joined NASA in March, 1960 after
groups, Mrs. Benson remarked necessary evils to be ignored from Boston on
August 7 and the Student Senate of the Col- the Navy Bureau of Weapons,
that the range of these groups whenever possible, but vital to return on September 6.
lege of Business Administration where he was the project manager
was expansive, saving that, in one the democratic process." Citing
Transatlantic transportation will will hold its ninth annual Sullivan of a major Navy missile system.
what she termed the "double be provided by an Alitalia jet, Award Banquet.
Dr. Kelley graduated from the
standard" as a constant source of economy class. Meals will be on
The Rev. James D. Sullivan, U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis,
worry to the politician, Mrs. Bena half pension plan, and hotel reS.J. Award is presented by the and is a Navy Commander on acson said that it was unfortunate servations have been made at C.B.A. Student Senate to a senior tive detached duty with the NASA.
that people demand many politi- carefully selected, superior tour- who in the judgment of a faculty He
has seen duty as a shipboard
cal favors from their legislators ist hotels.
committee is outstanding in char- officer in World War 11, as a carwhile still expecting comlete honThe cities which will be visited acter and achievement.
rier pilot in Korean combat, and
esty from them.
in order and the number of days
Preceding the banquet, which is as a test pilot for experimental
Preliminaries for the Leonard
As many other of the speakers to be spent there are: Lisbon-2V2 to be held in the Welch Dining planes.
Speech Contest will be held in in this series, Mrs. Benson said
Madrid-3, Barcelona-2, Nice-2, Ra- Room of Lyons Hall, there will be
Tickets for the Award Banquet
Campion Hall March 30 and 31 that it is essential that the people
pallo-1,
Grosseto-1, Rorne-3, Flo- a social hour in the faculty lounge are still available. They may be
frcm 3:00 p.m to 5:00 p.m. Ten understand; and work actively in, rence-2, Venice-2,
Innsbruck-1, Lu- in Fulton Hall. This activity offers obtained from Chairman Lenny
students, selected in these pre- the political process. She called
opportunity for fathers of Frisoli or in Dean Flynn's office
liminaries, will participate in the for a "widespread education of cerne-2, Interlaken-1, Basle-1, Pa- an
Sightseeing C.B.A. students to meet informal- in Fulton Hall.
ris-3,
and
London-3.
finals scheduled for Thursday eve- the people and the legislature" will
dominate the schedule, but ly with other fathers and faculty
ning, April 8, in Campion Audiand an attitude of co-operation days of leisure have been plan- members.
tcrium at 8:00 p.m. This contest, among different civic groups.
ned. Further information on the
Dr. Albert J. Kelley, Deputy Dicpen to all undergraduate stu- Mrs. Benson concluded
her lec- particular points of interest to be rector of the NASA Electronics
dents, bears the name of Rev. ture by saying that the two
main
John F. Leonard who established aims of civic groups, to inform visited, on items not covered in Research Center in Cambridge,
the tour cost, or on other aspects Mass., will be the guest speaker.
trust
from
the
fund
which the the voter and train the citizen cf
the tour
be obtained by Prior to his present assignment,
Circle X International, a Bosfirst prize is annually drawn, a how to take action on political is- contacting may
the tour director, Fr. Dr. Kelley was director of Elec- ton College campus club, has
cash award of approximately $250. sues, was just one fact of the vast A. A. MacGillivray,
S.J., exten- tronics and Control, NASA Head- been awarded the George WashStudents who wish to enter the political process.
sion 340.
quarters, Washington, D.C. He ington Honor Medal for its colLecntrd preliminaries should prepare a persuasive speech, selectlege campus citizenship and serving as their topic a controversial
WVBC PERMANENT SCHEDULE
ice program in 1964. This is the
question. Speeches for the prefourth time that Circle X InterMonday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
liminaries must be six minutes in P.M.
national has been honored by the
'n
Roll
Rock 'n Roll
Rock 'n Roll
Rock 'n Roll
Rock 'n Roll
length; students selected for the 4:oo?Rock
Ray Cioci
Bob Zimmerman
John Abbott
Jeff Clarke
Gerry G. Jacquea Freedoms Foundation.
finals, however, should be pre5:00?U.8.5.
News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
s:os?Ray
Bob Zimmerman
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The Freedom Foundation spepared to lengthen their speeches 6:00? U.B.S.Cioci
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News
U.B.S. News
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05?Sports Report
6:
Sports
cifically praised the Circle X's
Report
Sports
Report
Sports
Sports Report
to fi minutes. Since the judges
Frank Salimbene
Bob Gilvey
Rory Rooney
Don McCartney
W. Paul White
in the preliminaries will be hear6:ls?Jazz
Ed Forry Folk World
work in promoting active citizenJazz
Folk World
Jazz
Bill Wheatley
Denny Qiblin
Bill Doyle
Walt Mahoney
ing numerous speeches, particiship by participating in service
7:00? U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S.
News
U.B.S.
News
£d Forry Folk World
Jazz
Folk
World
Jazz
pants will be held strictly to the 7:os?Jazz
projects
on campus.
Wheatley
Bill
Denny Giblin
Bill Doyle
Walt Mataoney
8:00? U.B.S. News
time limit.
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
Though Circle X International
Music
Hour
B:os?Misty
Hockey
University
PlayHockey
E.C.A.C.
Evening with the
E.C.A.C.
Those wishing to enter the Leon-,
Vie Bortolot
Tournament,
Tournament.
is a relatively new organization?
house. "Strange
Masters
uitil 10:30 p.m.
aid preliminaries must register 10:00?U.B.S. News
Interlude." by
Stan Bowker
i
Eugene O'Neill
now in its tenth year?it already
U.B.S.
News
U.B.S. News
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Nightcap
Nightcap
Nightcap
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Nightcap
-re
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Don Knight
numbers more than 11,000 memKnight
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THE HEIGHTS RETREAT POLL RESULTS

To discuss the lack of religion on the campus is a frustrating experience. Question Three asked if they On the other hand, the figures for
"good Cath- the boysranged from about thirtyThe lack of emperical evidence beyond an individual's clique of friends leads to considered themselves
olics?" No attempt will be made four per cent for the boys polled
either rash generalizations, or to smug apathy concerning the whole situation.
at
this

in the McElroy cafeteria to only
twenty-eight per cent of the resident men. Thus, contrary to popular belief, those students living in
the dormitory attend Mass on SunWith the exception of the Bos- days more frequently than those
ton College girls, nearly eighty per boys who live at home with their
cent of the Boston College students families.
answered Question Four negativeQuestion Six asked about their
ly. Only about sixty per cent of regular reception of the Sacrathe B.C. girls were negative about ments. The results for this queswhether their theology courses had tion closely followed the results
helped them become "good Cath- for the previous question.
olics." (Again, there is that amFinally, Question seven asked if
Once again, many people will since as many indicated on their biguous term!)
the student felt that Boston College
anydeny that this poll proves
poll sheet, they would have to pay
Question Five asked if they at- had contributed to his religious
thing. We, The Heights staff do for an off-campus retreat (appar- tended Mass every Sunday. About faith in any way. The results were
not wish to prove anything by this ently adding insult to injury.)
four per cent of the girls said No. mixed but generally negative. The
poll. We wish merely to indicate,
girls were just slightly affirmative
somewhat empirically, the attiwith about fifty-four per cent regprove.
tudes and opinions of a randomly
istering an affirmative answer.
The variables involved include: selected group of Boston College
For the boys, the results ran from
a.) Some of the questions asked students.
Quite a few of the male stu- and in place of this we are ex- a low of about twenty-two percent
dents who filled out this question- posed to superstition and partial registering "Yes" (among the
naire in the snack bar took the truths such as St. Blaze (sic) day boys polled in the McElroy cafetrouble to add written comments and the receiving of ashes on teria) to a high of thirty-three percent saying "Yes" among the resto
the end of their sheet. Some of Ash Wednesday."
The female students who filled titude of most students toward
ident men. Apparently theresident
A&S Senior: "The student body men are more inspired to religious
out the questionnaire in the their faith is commendable. They their comments follow:
snack bar added many comments practice their faith and do learn An A&S Freshan: "In the short is too apathetic to commit them- activity by their dorm life that
on the bottom of the sheets.
time that I have been here I have selves to Christianity or to reject the day-hop who lives with his
courses required alfamily.
Their comments ranged from from the
noticed that the moral standards their parents' faith."
though they begrudge the time
of the men and women of Boston Freshman A&S: "I don't like
criticism to praise of the reli- they
have to spend."
College are definitely on the religion and retreats shoved down
gious situation on campus.
Junior
Ed.: "More Jesuits downgrade. I know neither the my throat."
Freshman Nursing: "The reliA CBA Junior: "The 'help' is
gious attitude is not carried out should adopt a laissez-faire atti- cause nor the cuse of this."
to all aspects of college life. It is tude. I think that it is the coerA Male Freshman In Ed.: "The here if the student wants it, but
A large percentage of Dorm
kept apart as something to be cion to make retreats, and attend religious situation is terrible. no one wants to be herded. Thestudents responded to the request
Mass
turning
many
people
that
is
available for those who wish to
Students spend more time think- ology isn't our major."
for comments. Their questionnaire
away from their faith."
go out of their way for it."
ing how they can avoid responsSophomore A&S: "A lot of the didn't ask for their school but
Freshman Ed.: "Catholicism, ibility than how to worship God." old Jesuits are a real barrier to merely for their year.
Junior Ed.: "The religious sitA CBA Sophomore: "What is the development of a modern
Senior: "Due to exposure to difuation is very disillusioning."
on the whole, is a good, and in
Ed. Senior: "It is sad that so my opinion, preferable religion the difference between Boston Catholic spirit within the context ferent theological opinions and especially philosophical systems and
many students can reach a high compared to the others I have College and a Catholic grammar of a free intellectual climate."
point of intellectualism and yet encountered attending public school?"
A&S Junior: "Teach theology a high school student becomes a
poor Catholic."
cannot stoop to be a~ humble schools all my life. I also thinlf
An A&S Senior: "Compulsory and not catechism."
Junior: "If retreats stay comCatholic. It is said that students that it is an uncommonly biased religion is contradictory. God, Senior A&S: "Compulsion breeds pulsory, especially if they are
don't take advantage of the won- and oftentimes narrow-minded not Boston College, is our judge. revulsion."
moved off campus. It will only
derful resources of grace when way of life for many people. I If religion is to be increased in Freshman A&S: "I feel that the prove once again that this school
so many other people, without wish there was a more liberal the student body, a faculty purge religious situation is better than is running a crazy game of comthe money to attend 8.C., would attitude here in regard to certain and a clean-up of courses is that reported by many other col- pulsion and destroying in its own
be thankful for them."
leges in the area. I think that inimitable way the Christian
restrictions on students. But I necessary."
Senior Ed.: "I feel that the re- knew what I was getting when I
A CBA Sophomore: "There has Boston College makes it easy to faith."
Freshman: "What religious situligious situation is good. The at- came here. I like this place.
been little emphasis on the truth, be a good practicing Catholic."
ation are you asking about? This
institution prefers compulsion to
These are the questions which were used in the
6. Do you receive the Sacraments of Holy Com- faith."
Junior: "I think that it is poor,
poll distributed to nearly one thousand students.
munion and/or Penance?
especially in the dorms. Why the
7. Do you think that Boston College has helped religious
1. Do you feel that Boston College should insist
situation is so poor at a
your religious faith in any way, and if so, how?
on compulsory retreats for all students?
Catholic college I don't know."
2. Do you believe that Boston College should insist Editors' Note: In addition to the dents at Boston College do you Freshman: "I have questioned
above questions, three other ques- feel are practicing Catholics?
my faith but have fortunately
on off-campus retreats for all students?
2. What percentage of your come up with the correct answers.
tions were asked which were im3. Do you consider yourself a "good Catholic?"
possible to compute for the pur- friends go to Mass every Sunday? Therefore my faith has been
4. Have your theology courses at Boston College in poses of the table below.
They
3. Do you have any comments strengthened here. Many students
any way helped you to become a "good Catholic?"
were:
on the religious situation at Bos- have an indifferent attitude in re5. Do you go to Mass every Sunday?
1. What percentage of the stu- ton College?
gard to Christian morality."
Sophomore: "An institution can
set up the best religious atmosphere in the world but they cannot force faith down a person's
throat. It seems to me that the
religious situation at BC is no
different than elsewhere. It is a
personal problem mvolving the
students themselves. The school
should make every effort to present all the best religious opportunities, but should not force
them."
Junior: I think that it is about
as good as can be expected. I
realize that many students do not
attend Mass or receive the sacraments but I think that can be
Some will say, "How do you
know? All of my friends are religious." On the other hand, others
will go to the other extreme and
say that none of their friends go
to Church at all.
The Heights staff has taken this
limited poll of approximately one
thousand students to give us, at
least, some tentative information
with which to work.
The Heights fully realizes that
this poll will be objected to on
the grounds that it is unscientific
The number of variables involved
do not destroy the value of such
a poll, for the value lies in what
the statistics indicate rather than

were vague and ambiguous.
b.) Not enough questions were
asked to establish precisely an individual student's opinion and position on a particular matter.
c.) Less than twenty per cent of
the undergraduate enrollment
were polled.
d.) The polling conditions were
less than conducive to allowing
some students polled a chance for
sufficient and sincere reflection.

AN ANALYSIS
For Question One, concerning
compulsory retreats, eighty per
cent of the B.C. students were
against Boston College's insistence
on compulsory retreats. (It should
be noted that the B.C. co-ed had
a slightly lower percentage against
compulsory retreats.)
For Question Two, concerning
off-campus retreats on a compulsory basis, the B.C. students were
even more against this proposal,

analyzing
ambiguous question beyond noting that forty per
cent of the student polled did not
"feel" that they were "good Catholics."

CAF. BOYS' COMMENT

GIRLS' COMMENT

DORMITORY
COMMENT

expected."

Senior: "The biggest problem
with the religious situation is precollege Catholic education and
made worse by the introverting
environment of the attitudes of
Theology and Philosophy protection courses."
Freshman: "If students want to
make a retreat they'll make it on
their own. Someone must be afraid
that they don't want to make retreats. They don't."
Sophomore: "More emphasis
should be placed on the religious
aspect of life at school."
Freshman: "There is room for
However such
improvement.
things as required retreats help
very little. If you want to be holy
you don't have to do it in a
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THE UNKINDEST CUT OF ALL
By JEROME BYLEBYLE
It was with disappointment that
I read the following provision in
the rules for class attendance in
the College of Arts and Sciences
which were posted recently: "The
exemption of a Dean's List student from obligatory attendance
does not apply to
courses
where, in the announced decision
of the professor, part of the grade
for the course will be determined
by the frequency and quality of
the student's participation in the

..

.

sions but six per semester was
necessary indication of intellectual activity. With the improved
quality of the student body, oblig-

atory class attendance was no
longer seen as the only way "to
make the boys learn."
The results of the new system
have been, in my opinion, rather
favorable.Attendance at the courses given by the better teachers
has not, in my experience, been
noticeably decreased by the rule.
Only those teachers whose class
sessions impress the students as
having little to offer have been
affected. But even the resulting
empty classrooms will, I think,
have a long range beneficial effect on the college because those
teachers troubled by poor attendance now have a stimulation to
improve their courses which they
did not have when they were provided with a completely captive

work of the class."
It would seem that the reason
for making the original rule, exempting students on the Dean's
List from obligatory class attendance was a frank recognition that
the better students could be assumed to have a more mature
and sincere interest in scholarship and could consequently decide for themselves how best to
prepare to meet the requirements audience. Thus the school can
of their courses. Thus, mere phy- ttake advanage of the judgment
sical presence at all class ses- of the more mature students to

NoTrump
EdD
war oherty
Recently, Lyons dining hall has

been the scene of many shortlived card games. An apparent
one man crusade is being carried
on to stop all card playing in
Lyons. The crusader walks into
Lyons dining hall around 11:30,
and seeing a card game in progress he immediately demands
one card from the deck. This puts
a serious cramp on such popular
games as whist, bridge and
hearts. In all fairness, it should
be mentioned that the crusader
generously offers to return the
confiscated card at the close of
the school day.
Why is card playing forbidden?
One reason given is that it interferes with the student's study
time. This is a very shallow defense of the rule for it presumes
that if the student were not playing cards he would be studying.
Why are there not similar rules
which forbid reading The Heights,
doing crossword puzzles, sitting
too long over a cup of coffee,
or taking part in a casual conversation. These activities go on
daily in Lyons Hall and all of
them "interfere" with the student's study time. Why is card
playing singled out as an impediment to our scholastic achievement? Are we such children that
we must be told when to study?
Shouldn't the decision be ours as
to whether or not we can afford
the time for a leisurely card
game?

And that is exactly what the
card playing in Lyons is? a leisurely pasttime. The objection
raised which implies that card
playing and gambling are synonymous is completely in error. I
have never seen so much as a
penny on a table where a card
game was in progress. I have
never seen a poker game in Ly-

provide at least a minor safety number of seniors on the Dean's
valve for the elimination of aca- List to be victimized by a teacher
demic incompetence in a way who simply made a policy of
that could not be accomplished flunking any student who took
by administrative fiat.
too many cuts, regardless of his
The vagueness of the provision performance in fulfilling required
que ted above could, however, have course work. Surely the school
the effect of preventing this le- can dc better by its students than
them to the caprice
gitimate pressure from being ex- to
erted on those teachers who are of a m 'ii who has decided to
having the difficulty of poor class ignore stated school policy. A furattendance. Most emphatically, I ther example will serve to show
do not mean that class participa- the ludicrous lengths to which a
tion can not and should not con- few teachers will go in order to
stitute an important part of the penalize students who cut a par-

work of a course. In many fields
class reports, discussions and
translations are an essential part
of 'the course work, and it can
legitimately be assumed that large
scale cutting will not be the rule
for Dean's List students. If the
provision cited above served only
to assure the teacher of his right
to make such requirements, no
quarrel could be found with it.
Unfortunately, however,its vagueness in effect makes it an escape
clause for teachers who far various reasons feel that even the
better students are not entitled
to decide whether or not to attend their classes. A teacher need
only announce that the student's
mark will in large measure be
determined by the number of cuts
he takes in order to effectively
eliminate the rule allowing unlimited cuts to Dean's List students and thereby avoid the need
to improve his course.
Thus we will continue to see
spectacles such as the recent one

ons Hall. Whist and bridge are
the predominant games and rarely if ever do they involve money.
The third and most ridiculous
objection to card playing is that
the players take up too much
rcom. The protest has been made
that diners can not find a place
to sit down and eat their lunch.
in which ithe school allowed
(Continued on Page Seven)

To the Editor:
As the faculty member principally responsible for the selection and arrangement of the recent Renaissance program which
was co-sponsored by the University Chorale and the Dramatic
Society, I feel it necessary to offer a word of explanation to both
Dr. Hughes and Mr. Stone.
To begin with, this was the
first time, to my knowledge, that
an yattempt was made to bring
together the two most important
performing groups on campus.
Aside from the success or failure
of that attempt, let us at least
concede that if Boston College is
to grow in its recognition of the
central place of the arts in a
liberal education, then such collaboration is a good thing. I am
wondering, however, if either Dr.
Hughes or Mr. Stone have any
idea of the inherent difficulties
involved in such collaboration in
the present climate at Boston Col-

lege.
First of all, it is practically
impossible to bring even a few
students together for rehearsal

purposes because of schedules
and the demands made on both
students and faculty. Secondly,
we have the very real problem
of the dismal lack of facilities
available for the performing arts
anywhere on campus. I challenge

By

ticular class. The teacher decided that an unannounced quiz
was the order of the day. He
asked the question: Who was the
first Norman king of England?
The class gave the obvious answer in unison. All present received 100; all absent received 0.
This is a university?
Assuming then, that the college
made the original change in the
rule on cuts in recognition of the
maturity of the better students,

D
YNou on't
EdMcDonough

With every possible respect to
the great composer of this show,
Do I Hear A Waltz? does not
work. The fault (at this point of
production) falls to both the script
and the book. Arthur Laurents'
book, taken from his own play
a Time of the Cuckoo, lacks convic-

OO
PAIN PINION

Dr. J. Paul Marcoux

Dr. Hughes to prepare the Berlioz
Requiem for Roberts Center or
back-to-back productions of Othello and Taming of the Shrew
for Campion Auditorium.
Neither adequate time or facilities will insure excellence for any
program, but I assure Dr. Hughes
and Mr. Stone that these would
go a long way toward "hatching"
the kind of performance for which
we in the arts are so earnestly
striving.
I should like to turn my attention to our subject matter next.
I was unaware that our narration
or choice of selections would set
anyone's "historical sensibilities"
on edge. We were not attempting
to present an historical view of
anything, but merely to allow
the audience to experience some
of the drama and beauty of a
very limited segment of English
culture. We were not "ignoring"
anyone and whether we called the
program The Counter-Reformation, The Renaissance, The Madrigals, or what have you, seems
a small point. I chose Evelyn
Waugh's biography of Edmund
Campion not because of historical
or theological accuracy but because from an oral viewpoint it
reads very well, and its use gave

it shculd protect the right which
it has recognized. Without impairing the legitimate right of the
teacher to require classroom participation, the school could explicitly state that failure to attend classes which do not include
such participation would not be
a legitimate basis for lowering a
student's mark, much less flunking him.
Unfortunately, no rule could
eliminate abuses such as the secend one cited above, or others
such as giving a quiz during every class; that job must be left
to ridicule by the rest of the university. But if the rule allowing
unlimited cuts to Dean's List students is to be more than a fiction, some means for making only genuine class participation a
criterion for marking must be
found. Otherwise, the school will
simply be placing the better students at the mercy of those teachers who will not or can not improve the quality of their courses.

us a good "tie-in" with the music
cf Byrd.
In choosing Campion and More
we were not necessarily "betraying an alarming lack of historical
sophistication as well as an abundance of provincialism" but merely attesting to the fact that these
men were courageous men and
that their lives reflect the turbulence of the times. Perhaps we
should have apologized for the
fact that they were Catholic and
martyrs for their faith. Perhaps
it is no longer fashionable to discuss the naive and provincial
thought that a can can be so consumed with the love of God that
he is willing to die for Him.
Are we perhaps getting too sophisticated? A trifle too urbane?
A bit too blase? What better place
to discuss Catholic culture than
a Catholic university? Are we
still suffering rom an inferiority
that characterized our forefathers? What are we ashamed of?
I dare say that if either Dr.
Hughes or Mr. Stone were to die
for their faith it would be equally
fitting to remember them as it
was for us to remember Campion and More.

Dr. J. Paul Marcoux
Asst. Prof, of Speech

tion. Secretary Leona Samish finds
herself in Venice for what she
hopes will be a vacation with a romantic interlude. She meets, and
agrees to date, Renato Di Rossi.
As the first act closes, we learn
that Renato is married and Leona
confronts him with this information. In his defense, Renato makes
a silly joke, comparing himself
to ravioli in the eyes of a hungry
person. What should be a dramatic closing turns into, "Lady, take
the ravioli." In the subplot involving a young American couple trying to reach maturity in marriage, Laurents again fails. Twice
he places the young couple at each
others' throats, only to smooth it
over with two silly songs, No Understand, and We're Gonna Be
All Right. Later in the second act
when Leona gets drunk and has
to apologize, the dialogue provokes
seat-squirming and program-

rustling.
The score by Richard Rodgers
and Stephen Sondheim is not a
good one. They have inserted four
wordy, novelty tunes that are
mildly amusing at best and seem
superimposed over the script. The
show opens well with Leona arriving in Venice singing Someone
Woke Up as she herself is waking
up to the beauties of Venice. We
then wade through four songs until a lonely Leona sings to her
sunglasses, Here We Are Again.
The first act ends with the theme
of the show, Take The Moment
(Let it happen), the only good
song Sergio Franchi has to sing.
Sergio Franchi does what he can
with his part, but it is not worthy
of him. Although it is not inten-

tional, Di Rossi is a lesser Emile
dc Becque, unfulfilled. Having seen
Franchi's protean powers, he is
handicapped by the part of Di
Rossi.
Elizabeth Allen plays the wishywashy Leona. Here is a good por( Continued on Page Eight)
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RETREATS

Next Monday, a committee representing the Campus
Council in conjunction with the Student Congress will
bring their much discussed "retreat proposal" before the
Council of Undergraduate Deans. They will ask that the
Deans of the University amend the regulation which
stipulates that every Catholic student at Boston College
make at least one retreat in each of his four undergraduate years. The proposed amendment calls for two closed
retreats over the four-year period.
The members of the committee hope to convince the
Deans that the present system of on-campus retreats is
"inadequate and often evokes negative reactions." With
this we agree, and have said so in the past. The atmosphere at campus retreats is hardly conducive to anyone's
spiritual welfare.
Nevertheless, we cannot support this proposal. It is
our feeling that the members of the student government
have, in their desire to pacify the Deans, ignored the essential evil in the existent situation. The retreats are not
inadequate because of location; they are inadequate because of coercion.
We would remind the proponents of this amendment
that their initial intent was to do away with forced religious exercise entirely. But with an eye to "practicality" the presentation wa. hammered into its current
form.
We believe that the student government has sacrificed principle for expediency. They have backed away
"-rhting, and in doing
from a battle that is truly wor
so have fallen far short of their oh
ions to the student
body.
This week we tabulated the results of a poll which
reached over one thousand undergraduate students. Of
those answering, (cf. pg. 4) a resounding eighty percent
declared that the university should not insist upon any
retreats, and over eighty-four percent said the university
should not require closed retreats. We think the students
are right.
A good retreat, by its very nature, is an elusive
thing. It is meant to be a personal encounter with God.
And such an encounter demands, above all, an atmosphere which lends itself to serious concentration. But
even on a closed retreat, the student with good intentions finds himself distracted and his efforts hindered by
those who are participating for no other reason than
direct compulsion. And in the long run, it is the spiritual
development of the mature Catholic student which must
be the guiding consideration. It is not equitable to penalize such a person by surrounding him with distractions
when he is engaged in so vital and arduous a task.
We do not presume to dispute the responsibility of
the Catholic university to foster the spiritual growth of
its students. What we do dispute are the means by which
this growth might best be nurtured. The Baltimore
Catechism and the ten-cent purity pamphlet have seen
their day. The needs of the contemporary Catholic college student are not being met through the hard-sell
approach. It is only through a fresh and vibrant Catholicism in keeping with the swelling tide of ecumenical
spirit that these wants will be met.
With this in mind, we respectfully urge that the
Council of Undergraduate Deans amend the proposal of
the student government so as to totally eliminate mandatory retreats at Boston College. We can see no way to
equate forced religious exercise with meaningful spiritual growth in a genuinely Christian institution.

ACTIVITIES FEE

Last Monday evening the Campus Council voted to
levy an Activities Fee of five dollars on all full-time undergraduate students of Boston College. The proposal
stipulates that this money will be divided among the
Campus Council, the Student Senates and the Interclass
Councils. There are also provisions for a buffer fund, allocated upon request to Student Government agencies
and campus activities. The actual disbursement formula
and the projected revenues are given in cur news story
on page one.
The Activities Fee raises several questions which
have not been satisfactorily answered. Two of these,
perhaps the most basic ones, have not even been discussed. First, should students Dc taxed for the support
of social events which they may not wish to attend?
Second, should students be taxed for the support of cultural events run by the Campus organizations, or should
this money come from general funds administered by
the university?
In next week's Heights there will be printed an official explanation of the Campus Council position. It is
our hope that we will be able to print some student opinion at the same time and in the weeks to follow. For
there is no way to obtain a representative consensus
without this type of dialogue. Student Government exists for the students and it deteriorates into a meaningless, if not harmful, structure when it operates without
student opinion.

LETTERS
Disappointment
To the Editors:
Were the Heights not free, gentlemen, I would unhesitatingly
cancel my subscription. Formerly,
Friday mornings brought overwhelming anxiety to my heart as
I waited for my favorite campus
publication to appear at that celebrated newsstand located at the
junction of Book Store Lane and
McElroy Lobby Boulevard. I
would endeavor to be the first in
line, snatch the top copy, run to
the snack bar, fight for a chair,
and, with bated breath, turn to
page two and the Reader of the
Week. The taste of the photographer was invariably exquisite.
Aside from its journalistic qualities, that page two upper-right

MenH
tal ealth

-

square added real beauty, real
taste, real class to our campus
weekly. That was the frosting on
ian excellent cake.
Last Friday I wept. The anxiety
was there, as was that newsstand.
I was in that line, grabbed that
copy, streaked for that snack bar,
fought for that chair (where do
those girls learn to rassle), and
then saw it. Gentlemen, how could
you????? The only reason I can
gather is that none of Mr. An-

droski's "friends" could make the
grade, so he decided to show them

how.
I can only hope that the ma-1 jority of BC students agree with
|me when I say that one of BC's
greatest assets is its lovely coeds. Let's put them back into the
middle of an excellent publication.
Henry's just not my type.
Dick Sumberg

CBA '68

Thanks

To the Heights:
I would like to take advantage Dear Mr. Hughes,
Thank you for sticking up for
of the Heights to express my congratulations on the really out- us. Yours truly,
Donne, Taylor, Milton
standing job done exclusively by
and Hooker
students in arranging Mental
Health Week last March 1-4. The
program as a whole was welloutlined, each event was well
handled. Speakers, each highly
Dear Sir,
competent in his own field, were
In last week's Heights there was
brought together in a presentation of a single topic that was at a complaint on a "fruit fraud" on
once informative and problema- campus. As the operator of Birthtic. Never was there the loss of day Services which also does busithe perceptive direction and or- ness through the mail I feel it is
ganization which can so easily necessary to dissolve any connecmar a major program of this tion that may have been implied
between the two.
nature.
Birthday Services has been set
I feel that the highest praise
up under the permission of school
should be given to the co-chairmen of the Week, John Doherty authorities. The business is a legal
and Geoffrey Kane, and to all the organization duly registered.
The cakes are of the finest qualother students involved, both deeply and tangentially, for handling ity made from the best materials.
the whole program with a smooth- Since the service has been operness, maturity, and finesse that I ating at BC there have been many
have seen at no other Boston Col- letters of appreciation from parlege function, bar none. All de- ents.
There is nothing underhanded
serve the sincere and outright
admiration and gratitude of the or dishonest in Birthday Services;
whole Boston College community it welcomes investigation. No one
for demonstrating that students has ever been dissatisfied with
can, if given the freedom befit- this service and there has never
been a complaint.
ting adults, produce results of
It is unfortunate that such a
uniCollege
any
or
which Boston
fraud should happen at BC and I
versity can be proud.
hope that the investigation by the
Andrew R. Durkin
Heights will uncover the parties
A&S '66
that are casting a shadow on
Birthday Services.
Timothy Ready

Birthday Cakes

Privileges

To the Editors:
I write this note with the hopeful reservation that the short notice inserted in the editorial column of the March 5 Heights was
introduced merely as a filler rather than as a necessary statement.
It would seem to me that an ordinary oral expression* of gratitude to Father Walsh would perfectly suffice without benefit of a
supplementary message of appreciation. The sundry controversies
presently being debated on the
Boston College campus appear as
far more apt and less superfluous
matters of concern for this column. In addition to this, I can
neither agree with the apparent
view of student-administrative relations expressed in such an obsequious notice. An instrument to
keep open the channels of dialogue between the students and
administration, such as an interview with the President of the
University, should not be regarded as an extraordinary or gratuitous request, but instead as a

normal and expected mode of cooperation between these two
I recognize
Father
groups.
Walsh's far-flung duties, but as
President of Boston College his
obligations to its students, including that of keeping an ear to their
pulse, should not be subordinated
by the Heights to such an extent
that receipt of their exercise appears as a favor rather than a

right.
Thomas Healy
A&S '66

CBA Library
Sir:

During the course of my four
years at 8.C., I have heard a
great deal about the gap between
the A&S and C.B.A. intellectual
atmospheres. Whenever such a
gap is mentioned, however, 1000
C.B.A. men get hot under the collar and a new rash of derogatory
sayings immediately breaks out
in men's rooms across the campus. However, the furor usually
dies with very little done to close

the gap.
Now, however, I should like to
propose one notable outlet for the
C.B.A. student to easily cut into
this differential, in an area where
there can be no doubt about its
existence. This area is the Fulton

Library.
Recently I have been studying
on occasion in the Devlin Science
Library, and the place has been
so quiet that you could hear the
proverbial pin dropping. By contrast, the greater percentage of
my study time is spent (or wasted) in the C.B.A. library, where
you would have to be watching
carefully to know if a chandelier
ever fell from thei ceiling.
Really now fellows, if you want
a social hour each day, how about
joining a car pool, the School of
Nursing, the Young Republicans,
or some other stimulating outlet.
Do anything, but please, get the
hell out of the library, eh?
Kevin M. Flatley

C.B.A. '65
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Fr. McEwen and Politics

.

By Gerry Shea

In a startling announcement
To the Editor:
The administration can not claim early last week, Gov. Volpe anThe purposes of a Christian re- to respect an individual's freedom nounced the ouster of Rev. Robert
chairman of the Democratic State! cf Fr. McEwen, has worked swifttreat, as stated by practically evthey compel him to do a J. McEwen, S.J., head of the B.C.
ery retreat apologist I have ever when
Committee, termed as a "politi- ly to protect the consumer from
referred to, are finding a closer thing only because they feel it Eccnomics Department, as chair- cal payoff to his money men of[ the vast array of unjust business
union with God through prayer has moral worth for him. The in- man of the influential Massachu- vested interests," Gov. Volpe pro- deals now perpetrated constantly
upon him.
and meditation, and consequently, dividual's own feelings are of no setts Consumers Council.
As a directresult of the council's
a means of finding Christ's way to concern to the administration. Gov. Volpe gave no reason for voked much controversy and crititrue Christian adulthood. Who They feel a retreat is morally Fr. McEwen's removal as the cism. The controversy centers on 1 wcrk, 15 bills have been introthe governor's motivation in Fr. duced itito the legislature, dealwould dare claim that these are good for us; therefore, we make council head, but did say that McEwen's
dismissal.
a
retreat.
Further,
to
be
ing with such things as referral
certain Fr. McEwen would be kept on
achieved by even the smallest perWas this action provoked by a selling, the sale cf used cars, and
1
centage of retreatants at an open we do not foolishly miss doing as a member of the council. In question of Fr.
McEwen's compe- interest on loans. In one case
what they think is of such worth his place
retreat as Boston College?
Gov. Volpe named John tence? It hardly appears so, be- last
they threaten academic deus,
to
year the council negotiated
I believed Boston College saw
J. Reid, professor of economics cause Fr. McEwen has proved
the futility of compulsory reli- struction if we dare refuse. It at Holy Cress College. Prof. Reid himself to be a competent and a 9.5 million dollar cut in the
be interesting to know how
state's telephone rates.
gious activity when they abolished would
was the personal choice of Rev. courageous administrator. The
many of us will ever make anIn the council's annual report,
compulsory Mass attendance in
Raymond J. Swords, president of Consumers Council was started
other retreat after graduating with
1962. I thought they saw then that
Cross. Fr. Swords, however, in spite cf extreme political pres- Fr. McEwen stated, "It has long
Holy
the enforced time spent at St. said that he was net told that
been our philosophy that a reareligious exercises do no good if Mary's
sure?by Gov. Peabody in 1963,
or St. Joseph's fresh in Prof. Reid was
the individual for whom they are our minds.
to be appointed and Fr. McEwen, for many years sonable approach to a business
chairman and that he knew noth- an advisor on economic affairs problem would evoke a correintended opposes them. It is natural that aperson will turn against There is no justice in forcing an ing of the removal of Fr. Mc- to the geverner, was appointed as pcndingly reasonable response,
particularly from the more enan activity that is forced upon individual to endure a retreat be- Ewen.
its chairman. Since that time the
lightened sections of the business
him with no consideration of his cause, in the opinion of others,
In what Gerard F. Doherty, council, under the able direction I
community."
feelings, and he will naturally re- to do so would be good and right
The governor's action, Fr. Mcsist the action all the more if he for him. These are fine reasons
Ewen said, could be interpreted
feels that it is not even achiev- for advising and urging him but
certainly not for compelling or
as "a rejection of the reasonable
ing its intended purposes.
approach" by business.
The lack of value of these re- threatening him.
Boston College ought to abolish
But the haunting question still
treats for most, with the possible
remains?why was Fr. McEwen
exception of those who catch up all compulsory retreats. Catholic
removed as the council's chairon their sleep and assigned read- colleges, such as Holy Cross and
ings, has been noted by the Notre Dame, have seen the futil"One good thing came out of to appoint another academic, man? The appointment of Prof.
Reid is equally mystifying. If
Heights in their previous two is- ity and injustice of enforced re- this week: everyone now knows whose political opinions are
an Gov. Volpe wished to replace Fr.
sues, however, I feel that besides ligion, now BC must.
! there Is a Consumers' Council." unknown quantity, as chairman. McEwen, why did he chcose Prof.
Jim Morgo
being wholly impractical these enA&S '66
With these wry words, Fr. Robert It seems likely to me that the Reid. an international finance speforced retreats are totally unjust.
McEwen summarized a hectic Governor had another slate of ap- cialist, who has had no practical
experience in the field he is about
period which saw him suddenly pointees, more favorable to busito enter? It seems that the govbecome the focal point of a bar- ness, in mind, but drew back in ernor, pressured to remove Fr.
rage of protest from the press, the face of the furor of the press. McEwen, chose a professor from
answered by a blast of frigid sil- On the other hand, the Council Holy Cross in order to appease
any religious factions who might
ence from the Governor's office. is barely off the ground, and the
yelled "foul."
From this vantage point, it now present state of chaos may keep have
In a move that Fr. McEwen
seems that things could be a lot it ineffective for some time, un- has termed a concession to "bitworse. True, Fr. McEwen is no less the members fail to reorganter business opposition," Gov.
Eight thousand miles and more thetic. At B.C. we are partners in longer chairman of the Council. ize with a will. There is no evi- Vclpe has made what I consider
of
people
dence,
course,
have apartheid in practicing such apaaway, twelve million
that this was a poor decision. What does he,
True, Gov. Volpe has appointed the
Governor's intention. However, or mere properly, the businessa problem. They suffer apartheid. thy.
five new members. However, two this incident is at worst a temporIn the South African Reich, this
These people we are brothers. of these are competent profession- ary setback for the Council. The men of Massachusetts, hope to
is the euphemism for racism. For
gain by sitalling the council's
say
bother me"
a black man in South Africa, Can we cry"don't
al economists and laymen with Governor, on the other hand, has wcrk? In removing Fr. McEwen,
pleadingly
when
so
and
they
lost a great deal of credit with Volpe has lost one of this state's
apartheid is a matter of life and
American dollars sup- no discernable partisan axe to the public which he- will
death. Housing, employment, painfully?
be hard
crusaders, but to no real
go
(Five
as grind.
members of the thir- put to regain. The removal of valiant
medical care, to say nothing of port their suffering. Can we
avail. The Consumers Council will
to
graduates
unconcerned
the
ex
teen man Council serve
offi- dedicated public servants for ap- still go en,
the amenities of modern civilizaor does this "bitter
tion, are not only separate but same companies that send their cio.)
parently mere partisan purposes opposition" plan to try to abolish
dollars to the oppressor? Other
mortally unequal.
The real problems of the Coun- leaves a bad taste in the mouth. the council altogether?
other campuses are
There is no room for such pettiBlack South Africa is victim of studentsandonconcerned
Mr. Doherty very aptly summed
with the is- cil lie deeper than the question ness where the public interest
a regime of oppression and aware South
is up the situation when he said
have
They
sue
of
Africa.
of who will be chairman. First is at stake. Gov. Volpe's inept handl- recently,
treachery. The government has
"It seems that Fr. Mctheir moral and financial the budget. This is a matter for ing of this case,
coming on top Ewen's biggest mistake was that
no qualm or scruple about deal- made
support
through
petitions,
felt
the Governor to recommend to of his
ing with question or dissent. Five
behaviour in the he did his job too well. Today,
and fund drives. the legislature. The Council oper- affair ofcurious
Corrections Commission- he paid the penalty for looking
years ago this month, a non-vio- demonstrations,
we
stand
idly
by,
at B.C.
ated last year on $27,000, most of er McGrath leaves one wondering after the interests of the people."
lent demonstration at Sharpville Canif
we were above such worldly which went to pay a staff of three. who is really running the state. The
was dispersed
with machine as
Massachusetts Crime Com55 concerns?
guns. 67 people were killed
This is simply not enough. The At this rate, many may soon be mission has just been abolished.
were shot in t he back. Since then Monday evening, we can hear The Council's single, secretary wishing ardently for the "bad old Will the Massachuetts Consumers
must not only handle all corres- days" of the Peabody regime.
oppression has intensified. But for about such efforts on other campCouncil be next?
the benefit of the world press, uses. Miss Judy Nicholson, of the pondence, legal briefs, etc. but
World
University
Service,
will be must also act as a part time acone "sublety" has been added:
such blood-letting as Sharpsville, speaking in Brett Conference countant. Rigorous paring of the
because when it happens, strin- Room in McElroy at 7:30 p.m. budget obviously could severely
gent censorship will preevnt our She has worked and travelled limit the activities of the Council.
hearing of it.
with WUS here and abroad, since The second factor is the talent
Given this, it is no wonder the graduating from the University of Council members and the deBlack South African suffers in of Michigan in 1961. She knows gree of their enthusiasm for a
if the struggle to live the situation in South Africa. She work which may well make enesilence
leaves him any voice, the Reich knows what other university mies in high places. The third is
has prevented it being heard. communities are doing about it. complaint volume, which is at
Some few and determined people She knows what can be done. If least partly a function of publicity.
in the world (many are South Af- we hear her on Monday, we might The attitude of the Governor, if
ricans
black and white alike) find we can help from Boston positive, can be very helpful. Gov.
are the only voice of the people College.
Peabody, for example, allocated
money from his own emergency
of the tribal reserves and shanty
towns.
funds to secure the Council the
Two weeks ago, one of these
services of an assistant Attorney
Doherty
people spoke at 8.C., Trevor
General. On the other hand, a
(Continued from Page Five)
negative attitude need not cripple
Coombe is a-South African from
Durban, now studying at Har- I have eaten lunch in Lyons Hall the Council, but could scarcely do
vard. With calm precision he re- every class day for the past two it any good. In contrast to Gov.
counted the facts of South Af- years and never have I seen any- Rockefeller, Gov. Volpe has never
rica and their back ground. He one who has had to stand up shown any enthusiasm for the concame to reach more people with and eat. I have never had any sumer movement, and, when
the urgency of the plight of his trouble in finding a seat for my- questioned directly, Fr. McEwen
black fellow citizens. It is only self. I would bet my life that I admitted to some fear that Gov.
we who are outside who can help. could walk into Lyons any hour Volpe's attitude might prove negThirty people from B.C. heard of any day and find an empty ative.
him.
seat?indeed, many empty seats.
The theory presently making
Eight thousand miles away
Even if this fairy tale were the rounds has it that the Goverwhy not worry about mole-men true, why should the card players nor removed Fr. McEwen under
on Mars? In an apathetic and be blamed? They do not take all pressure from influential persons
moribund world the question the seats. If we are going to con- in public utilities and finance, who
might seem valid. But apathy on fiscate the cards from these peo- are miffed at the Council's "medapartheid is a denial of any ple, let's take The Heights from dling" in a hitherto sacrosanct
Christian principle we might care the reader, the cigarets from the province. If this theory is acto call our own, and our Ameri- smoker, the coffee from the coffee cepted, (and it's the only reasoncan credo as well. To ignore and drinker, and all the leisure from able one I've heard so far) then
remain in ignorance is to be apa- the leisurely.
it is senseless for the Governor
T~.s Soston Tr
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CONSUMERS' COUNCIL
By James

Lawlor

People Far Away
BGeyrO'Malley
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?CANDY? 'S DANDY BUT...

While it may be readily admitted that the currently popular
saying which labels a trip to the
BC Bookstore as "the greatest
adventure on campus" is in most
cases a gross hyperbole, one can
find little to quibble with in the
observation that a visit to our
bookstore is not unlike a visit to
a Ripley's Believe It Or Not exhibit.
For, not only is there a slight
portion of the premises reserved
for works of literature, but the
management has also been enterprising enough to stock the remainder of the establishment with
such diversified items as: toothpaste, hair spray, greeting cards,
mouthwash, best-selling record albums (one of which is appropriately enough entitled "Little Anthony and the Imperials sing

"Good Grief," sighs Reporter Hayden.

ByH
Joe ayden

The Country Life Book of Dogs;
The Golden Age of Quackery, supposedly for those who are great
lovers of ducks. How to Write and
Sell for the Out of Doors; The Religions of Tibet, for those who
plan to travel this summer. Arthritis?Medical Treatment and Home
Care, published by the same great
company that brought you The
Ten Top Tips from the Golden Age
of Bloodsucking; Can This Marriage be Saved, especially suited
for the reader who was bored by
Greek Tragedy; not to mention
the specialty of the house, that

monumental historical work, acclaimed by "America" for its ob-

dirty-bookstore and whisper to his
friendly pomographer, "Hey Mac,
how's about a copy of Candy?

It's for my elective in Erotic Lit!"
Soon the Bookstore Corporation
will have its own Erotic Literature section
neon lights and all.
Not only that but if this rate of
progress continues, it won't be
long before the Bookstore Corporation will be featuring "those really good films" (you know the
ones I mean). I mean, I'm not
making any promises and this is
merely a prognostication, but if
the price is right
progress
is progress.
There are a number of theories
currently circulating as to just
why our avant-guarde Bookstore
ration instituted this moveooCp.r
Corporation instituted this move.
One rather caustic theory intimates that the acquisition of
Candy was a publicity stunt for
the new Schrafft's candy display
by the far cash register. While it
is true that the display does feature such delicacies as peanut
clusters, milk chocolate miniatures, and malted milk ballsthere is absolutely no concrete
proof that the Corporation is planning to open a grocery store and
eventually a Portuguese food em?

..

.

jectivity, The Jesuits in History.
While I'm sorry to say that this
great Gregorian Chants"). Last gem is not currently selling at
but not least, that new wonder discount price, the fact that it
medication which no bookstore comes complete with an autodare to be without, NP27 For Ath- graph and personal inscription,
lete's Foot (which is now running makes it well worth its J5.00 price
a close second to 24 hour beri-beri tag.
Moreover, the above mentioned
in the death rate among dorm students). This is not to mention the was only an omen of the great
china section which is currently changes that were in the wind.
featuring a special for all its cus- For early last week, while this
tomers. This special, which is a observer was searching for his
BC cup and saucer, sells for the personal favorite Five Great Enrock bottom price of three dollars. cyclicals, which incidentally he
However, the bookstore is ex- was unable to find due to the fact
panding and in an unprecedented that through the generosity of the
move to keep up with the times, publishers and a slight increase porium.
Clearly, the most interesting hythey are making more and better in price Five Great Encyclicals
books available to their clientele. had suddenly flowed over into pothesis is that the Corporation
They now, in true shopping plaza Seven Great Encyclicals', this re- sympathizes with the plight of
tradition, have instituted a hard- porter fortuitously happened by young Mr. Henry Androski and his
bound book discount center featur- the requested shelf and spied that misanthropic pals and is suddenly
ing such recognized classics as: currently popular, pornographic trying to do something about the
masterpiece, Candy. In case any BC female situation. No longer
of my readers haven't had the op- will he have to endure those horportunity to censor it as of yet, ribly drab cretinish and altogether
it will suffice to say that this innocent things we are stuck with
classic tells the story of a sensi- around here. Hopefully, things will
tive, but misguided, young hu- be spiced up a bit by the addition
manist who upon her odyssey into of a lot of local Candies to our
the depths of her soul befriends noonday scene. Just think of it,
spirited young Mexicans and Dear Reader, if at this moment
some
cur international embarTassmenit.
The time has come to play to hunchbacks along the way and you happen to be in the snack bar
win, rather than to try to con- helps them in their journey to find ?soon we will be rid of all this
vince ourselves that only the the Good. But, before any of my ticky-tacky, and at every table
sportsmanship counts. By now it interested readers get overly ex- will be a BC Candy and her hunchshould be evident that a show- cited and suffer a stroke cm the back friends. Eventually, everyone
down will come sometime no mat- way down to the bookstore to in- will speak Mexican and be bent
ter how we sacrifice for peace, spect the merchandise, let it be over in a hunch. Won't that be
of the more per- sweet, Henry? Won't that be
and it is better to draw the line known that two
spacious students have had the great?
now in Vietnam than somewhere foresight
to pick up both copies
And once again, through the
south or west of there some
foresight of The Corporaas
collector's
items.
shrewd
mcnths from now. Only ten years
This new wave of free thinking tion, which appears out of noage a treaty was signed by which
the communists agreed to confine which has suddenly emerged in where like a "deus ex machina,"
themselves to North Vietnam. the bookstore is undoubtedly indi- the Boston College academic atcative of our very own "Aufkla- mosphere is substantially inLook at ithe situation now.
To stay in Vietnam is one thing; rung." This new age of enlighten- creased and domestic tranquility
to win is another. President John- ment, while it may be a bit tardy, will return to the campus. Thank
son has shown great improvement definitely has fantastic possibili- You, BC Bookstore Corporation,
in establishing a tough foreign ties. No longer will the student for your continued consideration
policy, but many tasks have been have to slink down to his local of the needs of the student.
left unfinished. To fight a war
with outdated weapons, to allow
ourselves to be disgraced by rioters, and to permit countries years
behind in dues to vote in the UN
does not follow suit with a "get
Managing Editor
Editors-in-Chief
tough" foreign policy. It is procrastinating showdowns which in
ANN O'MA'LLEY, FRANK MANNING
DANIEL M. DRISCOLl, J*.
the end will be doubly troublesome.
News Editor
Features Editors
It is certain that there is no
JACK KRLEY
<5A0
MICHAEL ARNOLD
STAN MROCZKOWSXI
Business Manager
simple solution to the complex
ROBERT HINSON
Special Futures Editor
problems of foreign relations, but

POLICYFARVICTORY
Last week still another student
attack took place upon our embassy building in Moscow. Over
the past six months such events
have occurred more and more
frequently from Cairo to Tokyo.
There have been repeated, government encouraged assaults on the
American libraries in Indonesia.
In short, this country has been
made to take the brunt of criticism for whateverhas gone wrong
in international affairs and before the eyes of the emerging
nations has been made a laugh-

By

Norman Welch

els who made the rescue mission

necessary in the first place. How

foolish can we be?
Perhaps it would have been a
little less shocking to the world
when we performed our necessary deed if we had done so
when others beckoned for help.
One can still see the imprisoned
people of eastern Europe who
were first swallowed up under
Hitler's pretense of "one last territorial demand." One can still
ing-stock.
the echoing rumbles of SoThe causes for these "protest" hear
viet tanks in Budapest and the
riots have been many, ranging painful
cries of dying men in the
from our rescue mission in the Bay
of Pigs.
Congo and our involvement in
If history is correct, this counVietnam to the outward hostili- try fought
a war in the Pacific
ties of such "neutral" chieftains
from 1941 to 1945 to prevent Japas Sukarno and Nasser. The seizure of American businesses in anese takeover of Southeast Asia.
Sumatra, and the continuing ti- This war took 106,000 American
rades of French President Dc- lives, injured 172,000 more men,
Gaulle have been lost in the chaos and cost this country 100 billion
of American relations abroad. No dollars. Yet, until President Johnmatter where we tread, someone, son took firm steps in Vietnam,
friend or foe, has an outstretched we appeared ready to forfeit these
costs in favor of empty possibilifoot ready to be tripped over.
ties for peace.
Certain Democrats have hurled Those who wish the a<lministrasharp criticism at President John- tion to back out gracefully adson for his firm stand in South- vance
several theories. Some say
east Asia, but he has found solid it is not
worth the risk of "escasupport among most of his party
war; others say we have
lated"
colleagues and among all of the no right there
since the Vietna- it is obvious that a country which
opposition party. Indeed, to blame mese
should have the right to commands no respect abroad will
the decisive, positive actions of
decide for themselves which po have much trouble protecting its
the President for the great inter- litical philosophy they desire.
Per- interests. The new administration
national tension which exists is haps a nation that
won't take a has taken great steps to regain
to show much naivete. The vio- risk for
something it believes is cur respect, and further, decisive
lent protests are to the scrutinizright could not be the greatest actions are necessary to make up
ing eye the work of ill-formed,
nation in the world. Perhaps a for ground lost by previous Presimuch encouraged young people person who
who are able to organize their process of confuses the peaceful dents.
with
demonstrations because of the the open democraticchoice
aggression which the McDonough
preceding American administraRed Chinese propose in' their very
tions which have lacked foreign ideals is fooling
himself.
(Continued from Page Five)
policies, backbone and foresight.
It is time we realized the difThe rescue mission in the Congo ference between friend and en- trayal of a silly woman whose inwas one of purely unselfish in- emy, compromise and appease- terest cannot sustain us for an
tent, performed because the peo- ment. When our embassies and
evening. Perhaps the most
ple of this country look on them- libraries are sacked, with an ob- entire
important point of Waltz is that it
selves as civilized and humane. vious governmental encourage? is told through a woman's point of
No explanation was necessary, ment or lack of protection, it is view, and that's dangerous. Womand yet we persisted in calling not time to lodge official protest;
en on the stage are traditionally
Nasser a neutral after he ridi- it is time to cut back on aid tc less important than men. I
admit
culed us and ordered anti-Ameri- the countries involved or to raise that Gypsy, South Pacific, and
can rioters into action in protest tariffs on goods from Soviet block Wonderful Town worked, but they
ever our missions in Africa. Worse nations. We have the foreign aid, had Ethel Merman, Mary Martin,
than that, we persist in feeding the wheat agreements, and other and Rosalind Russell. But for said
him foreign aid which in turn equally dubious pacts to hold over exceptions, ladies' day at the theafinances the pro-communist reb- the heads of those responsible for tre is unleavened bread.
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PADOS...
614; most points in a single contest (49 vs.
Georgetown); best average (29.2 last season); and most
633. Prior tp last night's game he
points in a season
was only 17 shy of Jim Hooley's all time mark of 1264.
John, as you know, has been named to several postseason all-America teams. It's a well-earned recognition
when you consider that he was hampered by injuries
this season. While we're on broken records, don't forget
Willie Wolters and the rebounding record. He went into last night's contest
one short of Gerry Ward's single season
mark of 344.
CONTRACT INKING. Coach Eddie
Pellagrini's Eagle nine lost the services
of star catcher,' Kevin Mahoney, last
week when he signed a pro contract
with the Red Sox. The junior from
Brookline played only one varsity season for 8.C., hitting at a .317 clip.
Kevin explained that he was foregoing his last two varsity seasons beMahoney
cause this was the only chance he could
get to sign with the Sox. With the new baseball draft it's
possible that he can be picked by another pro team after
May 1 if he is unsigned.
ON AND ON. If you couldn't get E.C.A.C. tickets
for tonight or tomorrow evening, why not drop down
McHugh to see the Ice Chips show. Junior Stan Urban
and his sister will be featured in the figure skating exhibition. They recently placed seventh in the world in
Tough break for E. J. Breen with
the dance event.
his latest crippling injury. At least he got some minimal
consolation with that pretty first period goal in his last
game as an Eagle.
End of the season cheer for the
band. They've been the essence of Eagle spirit at all the
hockey and basketball contests. Forty strong invaded
the Garden last night.
a soph

?

?

TRACK

Last Saturday the Boston College track and field squad journeyed to compete with the best
in the East in the IC4A's. Due
to some bad breaks, what had
promised to be a profitable evening turned out to be somewhat
disappointing.
Then Bob Gllvey tiurned in a
1:11.5 clocking for the 600 during
the trials for the best time of the
meet. In the finals he got boxed
in and finished out of the money
behind Georgetown's Ed Duchini.
The winning time was 1:11.6.
The bright spot for BC was the
fine performance of the two mile
relay team. Led by the good second leg of Paul Delaney, whose
time of 1:54.3 was one of the
fastest of the evening, the Eagles
finished fourth behind Manhattan
and world record holder Villanova. The team time was 7:48.4.
Tonight and tomorrow Bob Gilvey will be running in the first
NCAA indoor championships. Bob
was awarded the top seed in the
600 yard run and a fine performance is expected of him.
SKIING

FISNEVTH INALE

...

...

t
LucAgakinsB.C.
InMeet
I.C.4A.

The Boston College Ski Team
wound up a successful season last
Saturday at Wildcat Mountain,
N.H. On the 25-gate giant slalom, B.C. placed two skiers, Jeff
Hanley and Dick Ballou, in the
top 25. The times of the next two
B.C. finishers, Steve Hamlet and
Paul Giblin, enabled the team to
finish seventh.
Highpoint of the weekend was
the awarding of the New England Intercollegiate Ski Conference, "Recognition Award" to
B.C. Capt. Jeff Hanley. Started
in 1957 the award is presented to
the most outstanding individual
in the conference. Neil Hurley,
Neil Fitzgerald, and Andy Dominic were B.C. recipients of past
years.

Sub Turri photo

E.C.A.C. and N.I.T. rally at Roberts.

FRESHMANOCKYTEAM

CLOSES14-4
WITHMARK

The Boston College freshman Dartmouth, Northeastern and
hcckey team closed out its sea- Boston University.
son last week with a fine 14-4 The biggest disappointment of
the past campaign was the team's
record.
Highlights cf the season includ- two 5-4 setbacks at the hands of
ed the Eaglets' big wins over the Providence frosh.
In a scrimmage during the seasen the BC freshmen outclassed
the Boston State College varsity,
10-1.
Paul Hurley and Steve Dowling,
The Eagle wrestlers ran into the top two scorers, and Jim
seme tough opposition last week- Green, an adept stick handler, are
end as they closed their season considered the best bets to make
with the New England finals at the varsity next year.
UMass. Only two B.C.'ers, coTHE RECORD
-aptains Gene McCreary and Bob Merrimack
6-3 Harvard
6-2
Dcbrzyinski, got through the open- Providence
4-5 Brown
6-1
2-0
(ot)
Brown
5-4
Andover
ng rcund with victories. But they Colby
7-3 Northeastern 9-3
3-4 Dartmouth
5-3
were eliminated by decisions in Harvard
JV
New Preo
5-3 Merrimack
4-5
the next round.
New Preo
6-3 B.U.
3-1
Northeastern 8-4 Providence
4-5
The bright spot for the Eagles B.U.
5-2 Bridston
10-1
was the performance of freshman
STATISTICS
heavyweight Bryan Froelic. He
go
g
a Dts
18 22
13 35
won the five round event, two Paul Hurley
Dowling
Steve
18
13
13 26
by
pins,
gain
wins
to
the number Ty Anderson
18 16
9 25
Clarke
18 10 15 25
one ranking in New England. He Gordon
Flaherty
18
8 15 23
Paul
will represent B.C. at the West Joe Valle
18
6
16 22
18
10
7
17
Bobby Parker
Point Plebe meet.
Jim Green
18
4
7 11

Froelic Masters
Heavyweights

weight
Name
w I
M. Avitable (123)
4 4
P. Gately (130)
5 6
T. Curtin (137)
5 7
D. D'Ambruoso (147) 2 8
B. Dobrzyinski (157) 6 5
D. Moses (167)
9 1
N. Leen (177)
10
G. McCreary (177)
7 2
C Blowers (heavy) 4 3
R. Bradley (heavy) 5 1

t
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0

pf

16
21
23
10
24
33
5
29
20
19

John McCarthy
Joe Norberg
Joe Doneski
Dennis Ash
Yin O'Brien
Dick Miller
19 Jay Monaco
5 D. LaForiestier
0
gp
10
13 Jeff Cohen
7
3 Ken Allam
11

pa
16
24
23
30

18
18
18
18
15
IS
8
18

3
3
2
1
0
0
0
0

ga

19
33

4
3
3
1
2
2
0
0

so
0
0

CAMPUS CUE

590 Comm. Aye.
Boston, Mass.
Near Kenmore Sq.

Hi

ifl

#

POCKET BILLIARDS
"GRE>n FOR
A DATE"

AN

ALGONQUIN
PRIMER
See the man.
His name is Algonquin.
Algonquin, man, Algonquin!
He sells booze to B.C.
Sell booze, Algonquin, sell
booze.
I like booze.
You like booze.
Even Spot likes booze.
HIC!

masculine
..

.

.that's the kind of aroma she likes being close to. The aroma of Old Spice.
Crisp, tangy, persuasive. Old Spice
unmistakably the after shave lotion for
the untamed male. Try it soon
she's
waiting.
1.25 & 2.00

.. .that's

...

the way it is
with Old Spice

G2>

/

/
/
/

V
\

Algonquin

\

\

?^T^

\u25a0\u25a0 (fodrfyk*
SHULTON I

?\u25a0"\u25a0'?"?*

PACKAGE STORE
115 Chiswick Road
across from 1800 Comm. Ay.

AL 4-2759
FAST, FREE, DELIVERY

Delivery any day mcl. Sundays, 4 P.M. to Midnight.

Submarine Sandwiches and Soft Drinks, too.

NOWOPEN
REST,
FALVEY'S

and DELI.

157 SUTHERLAND ROAD
Near Commonwealth Avenue
I half lb. Steak, potato, salad, coffee, $ 1.49
I half lb. Prime Rib Roast Beef,
potato, salad, coffee, $1.79
Choice Cube Steak, potato, vegetable, 99c
PARTY PLATTERS
FOR ALL
I
OCCASIONS

B.C. SPECIAL
FREE!
lb. Midget Bologna or Salami
with each $2 purchase
?

Open to I a.m. Thursday, Friday, Saturday
PARK IN REAR
566-8659
Prop.: R. J. FALVEY, '61

7
6
5
2
2
2
0
0

aye.

2.71
3.00
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FDOUWRN,TG
E O...
By

DAN CONNOLLY

LastWinHomGe ame

not fumbled it into the open net

behind him.

Off to a blazing start early in The scoring for the Eagles was
the game, Boston College's Ea- closed out in the second period
gles held on for a 5-3 defeat of
as Phil Dyer lifted a perfect reDartmouth last Tuesday and lay of passes from Woody Johnthe
step
toward
moved another
son and John Cunniff into the nets
Big Prize.
at 8:53, and Dick Fuller unloadFierce defensive play and dev- ed a point-blank shot at Gere as
astating charges on goalie Budge he skated across the goal mouth.
Gere gave the Eagles a 3-0 adDartmouth got on the scorevantage after the first chapter. board as Bill Jevne scored in the
up
This lead was eventually built
second period and Bill Smoyer
to 5-0 at which point Dartmouth and Jim Cooper registered in the
began to recover from the early last period. Cooper's came with
onslaught
just six seconds left in the game.
Captain Eddie Downes honored Gere was equal to the Eagles
his return to the ice for the first most of the game and his cattime since the St. Lawrence game like actions in the first period
before Christmas with the first saved the Indians from being
goal for the Eagles. Jerry York down by seven or eight going inand Eddie broke over the blue- to the second period. His stops
line on Gere at 4:02 and York's of Jim Mullen's breakaway at
poke pass was right there when 14:29 of the first and John CunDownes lifted his stick toward niff's at 15:03 of the second are
the nets.
usually not made by opposing
The action became faster and goalies. John's breakaway was
rush upon rush of Indian skaters similar to his Beanpot Finals goal
was met by a solid wall of B.C. as Fran Kearns lifted the puck
defenders. Jack Stebe held Pat to John on the Dartmouth blueMurphy out of the nets at 7:51 line.
and was promptly decked, but Pat Murphy was not inferior in
good, by Allan Kierstead. This any way as he stopped 29 Dartwas just one of the sparkling mouth shots and kicked out two
plays of the game by the Eagles. in the same rush a couple of
E. J. Breen celebrated his last times. At 2:49 of the third he
home game with a goal at 11:24 kicked out Jevne's shot and turnon a pass from behind the nets ed just in time to do the same
by Jerry York. E. J. later in the to Stebe's rebound shot.
game tore ligaments in his knee
Midway through the third perfor a second time and appears iod Fran Kearns decked a couple
to be lost to the team for the re- of Indians in quick succession as
mainder of the schedule.
the Eagles kept the Indians
Ralph Toran ended the first against the boards all night with
period avalanche when he lifted Art Byrne, Allan Kierstead, and
a shot that would have cleared Woody Johnson also getting in on
the top of the goal if Gere had the action.

John Cunniff raises his stick in salute to Phil Dyer's goal at 8:53 of the second period
Chuck Zeh (8) and Jim Cooper look on helplessly as the puck sails past Brewster Gere.

PHOTOS
BY

TED LAWSON
AND

KEN GED

Dartmouth's Karl Andrews reflects the feelings of Dartmouth
players all evening as they were
eliminated from E.C.A.C. competition.

Captain Eddie Downes let the opposition know that he had returned. Here he registered
his first goal of the season and the first goal of the game at 4:02 of the first period.

Coach Eddie Jeremiah of the Dartmouth
Indians is, like Coach "Snooks" Kelley, a veteran of Eastern hockey wars. Coach Jeremiah's Dartmouth team, playing their last
game, finished the season 14-9.

Woody Johnson takes off in
high gear behind goalie Pat
Murphy with Jim Cooper in hot

pursuit.

The B.C. band provided fine vocal support for Eagle hockey and basketball teams
all season long. Their treatment of opposition
goalies is legend. Commented Indian Budge
Gere, "A real imaginative bunch."
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SCALPED, -3
IN5

Dick Fuller adds the last B.C. goal to the total from the edge of the crease as the net
bulges behind goalie Budge Gere.

A packed house whooped it us as the
Eagles really "poured it on."

Linemates Jim Mullen (4) and John Cunniff help Phil Dyer off the ice during the first
period when Phil bruised his knee. Phil returned at the start of the second period to
get a goal.

Goalie Pat Murphy at a quiet

Coach John "Snooks" Kelley, the mastermind behind B.C.'s
annual drive for the E.C.A.C. championship and a trip to the
N.C.A.A. championships. This year, the Eagles have bounced
back from three straight losses to challenge for the championship
this Friday and Saturday.

moment.

W
TOGAMES ATCH

IT'CLARSKSAT
TONION GHT
9

This Friday and Saturday
nights Boston College's fine
hockey team will be seeking
the prize that has been the
all
goal
or one of them
season. That goal is the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conferene hockey championships.
?

?

Friday night at 9 Coach John
"Snooks" Kelley charges will
face off against a tough Clarkson crew. The Golden Knights,
in the only previous meeting
this season with the Eagles,
handed the Eagles a 5-3 loss on
McHugh ice. The series between the two schools stands
at 8 wins for BC and 19 for the
Knights with no ties.
The big men for the Knights
are center Tom Hurley, wing
Gary McDonald, and goalie
Terry Yurkiewicz. This trio
was responsible for most of
the action on McHugh ice.
If the Eagles win Friday

The B.C. bench is all business as Woody
Johnson's face reflects.

.

Clarkson 11.I 1
1 Terry Yurkiewicz, g
3 Gary Patterson, d
12 Tom Hurley, c
17 Gary McDonald, w
20 Gary Bray, c (Capt.)

night they will face the winner
of the 7 o'clock contest between the Bears of Brown and

the Terriers of B.U. Brown, al-

though an underdog, will be
out for a tourney championship
because the NCAA's are being
played at Brown this year and
the Bruins would like to play

before their own fans.
The Bruins feature goalie
Dave Ferguson who in two
games against the Eagles this
year was sparkling. The Eagles and Bruins have split this
year with each team winning
the home contest. Terry Chapman, the Ivy scoring leader,
and Bruce Darling lead the attack.
For the Terriers there is the
ever-present E.C.A.C. top-goalie, Jack Ferreira. Up front for
B.U. are Fred Bassi, the soph
flash, Dennis O'Connell, and
Bob Sylvia. The B.U. defensive
corps is one of the best in the

business with Tom Ross, Brian
Gilmour, Pete McLachlan, and
Vie Conte.
Either one of these teams
will provide a rough obstacle
for the Eagles in their drive
for the championship and a
trip to Brown.

The recurrence of a knee-in-

jury to E. J. Breen will slow
the Eagles. His return coupled
with the return of Captain Eddie Downes provided extra zip
in the BC attack Tuesday
night. The loss of Breen and
the injury to Phil Dyer which
should slow the top playmaker
in the East could injure BC's

offensive go.
The defense should be ready
as Woody Johnson continues
to improve in his attempt to
regain top form. The determined play Tuesday night was
an indication of better things
to come.

PLAYERS TO WATCH
Brown U.
1 Dave Ferguson, g

2 Bob Gaudreau, d-f

3 Charley Donahue, d
9 Bruce Darling, f
10 Terry Chapman, f

Boston U.
1 Jack Ferreira, g
3 Tom Ross, d
5 Fred Bassi, w
7 Bruce Fennie, w
16 Dennis O'Connell, f
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Outclassed HC Five, 111-89

oP*Dt-rY

'?

By HANK STEADMAN
With the atmosphere at Roberts Center last Thursday evening something
had to give. It did; the Holy Cross Crusader.
Under the 25-point barrage of John Austin, the strong board work of Willie
Wolters, Ed Hockenbury's flashy playmaking, and an all-around team effort the
BC hoopsters rolled to a 111-89 win over the H.C. five.
The contest remained in question for only the first forty-five seconds of action. At this juncture the tally was 2-2. A minute later the scoreboard read 11-2 and
the Eagles were on their way.
At the half the Maroon and 'Gold quintet had established a commanding 5842 lead. Wolters was sweeping the boards clean and firing passes to half court to
ignite the Eagles potent fast break. On the other end it was Austin and Hockenbury
finishing them off. In this stanza Austin h it for 17 of his 25 markers and Hockenbury
Ifor 12 of his 14.

It'AsTradition

MOP
KE ADOS

Instead of being cooled by the

halftime break the Eagles' head
of steam was fired. On the second

period tap "Hock" sent in Austin

for an easy bucket. From then
on it was "Katy-bar-the-door" as

the BC margin just kept piling up.

Two years ago a venerable hall named Greenleaf With 17:30 left the score was
was added to the housing facilities of B.C. Its occupants, 69-44, with 8:41 94-59. At the fif130 strong, were quite perplexed with their new home at teen minute mark John "Zelmo"
first. It was a mile and a half from campus (walking dis- Ezell dropped in the hundredth
tance?), they were packed a la sardine into twenty-five point and the dependable reserves
apartment-like rooms, and the usual everyday facilities continued to pour it on.
like hot water were somewhat lacking. On other side of the ledger
But things improved. The greenies did- there was little to rave about.
John Wendelken led the Crusadn't remain green for long. All kinds of ers'
29 points, most of which
reports filtered back to the main cam- werewith
accounted for after the game
pus: riots, water fights (with atomic had been safely tucked
into the
weapons), power failures, you name it. back pocket of the BC Hoopsters.
One thing was certain, however. The
REBOUNDS
Leafies had spirit. They used it for ralthey
lies and
used it at football games. For the H.C. encounter the EaBy NIEL PORCARO
They were different, a sort of underdog. gle fans finally showed some of
But they distinguished themselves with the spirit they are capable of genFeaturing a fantastic exhibition of the art of the
For the first time in fast break, the Boston
a bit of ol' rah-rah-rah. And they were erating.
College freshman basketball team
the history of Roberts Center, it
proud of it.
climaxed
a
perfect
20-0
season with a 94-75 whomping
Cousy
sold out for a basketball
A couple of weeks back Coach Cousy was
of their traditional rivals from Holy Cross College. I
game.
Eagles
playing
their
expressed a bit of disappointment at the sub-par attendlast home game were captain dread using an old cliche, but the Eaglets, led by the
ance at hoop events. The cause was not certain (weak George Humann, Bob
Furbush, passing of field general Jack Kvancz and the rebounding
part of the schedule or competition from the Beanpot Jim Nelson, and John Ezell.
and scoring of Jim Kissane, literally ran the Crusader
hockey tourney), but improvement was desired. ImEd Hockenbury's 10 assists were fresh ir.tc the ground. Thursday
provement did come last Thursday when the Leafie-led four more than the entire Cru- night's game was more than suf- 94-75 victory and an unblemished
crowd cheered the Eagles to a stunning victory over the sader squad accumulated. With ficient evidence for the opinion record.
Kissane led all Eaglet scorers
Purple Crusaders. The band was great, the fans were his twenty-fifth tally John Austin that Boston College is only one with
28 points, followed by Steve
tied the single season scoring rec- year away from being a national
great, and the team was the greatest.
Adelman with 19, Kvancz with
beep power.
ord of 633 held by Gerry Ward.
The circus-like atmosphere was basket17 and Kelleher with 16. The Cruball as basketball should be. It continBob Furbush's defensive job on
saders were led by a 13 point
ued at Monday's rally and I know it folJohn Wendelken was one of the!
output by Keith Hochstein and
Jim Murray's 12 markers.
lowed the team to New York last night.
night's highlights. While Bob was i
The Leafies deserve a pat on the
This season's freshmen quintet
covering him, Wendelken manag- I
back for the school-wide impetus their
must be rated second only to that
ed only 11, five of which came;
spirit has given. It's nothing new for
of Duke University for being the
from the charity lane.
Jim Nel- j
them, though. Spirit is a tradition down
finest
in the East. Leading Frank
son stirred the crowd by playing
on Orkney road.
Power's
charges, who averaged
full
minute
with
one
about a
snea- i
RECORD SHATTERER. While the
better than 86 points per contest,
ker.
During
this
time
he
even
Eagles have been racking up victories,
in the scoring parade, were AdelAustin
Austin
layed in a two pointer.
John Austin has continued the pace he
man (17.6 per game), Kvancz
(16.0), Kelleher (14.1), Kissane
set last year when he began re-writing the B.C. record and Hockenbury both had perfect
(13.0) and Rooney (10.5). Combooks. His present marks include: most points scored by nights from the free throw line.

FUTREBRIGHT

ROSHUNDEFAT,20-0

....

..

..

.

(Continued too Page 9)

.

piling their perfect slate was easy
at times (104-63 over Merrimack,

John was 3 for 3 and Ed 8 for 8.

101-60 ever Harvard, 112-69 over
But then again it someThe two quintets battled on even times seemed that the dream of
terms until the 14 minute mark an undefeated season would never
of the first stanza when the fast become a reality (84-83 over Fairbreak, ignited by Kvancz, pro- field, 64-62 over UMass, an 81-80
vided the Eaglets with a 10-5 ad- overtime decision vs. Northeast
vantage. With the scoreboard crn).
But now that the campaign has
reading 6-5, Kvancz tallied on a
jump shot and shortly after hit ended and this undefeated record
Steve Kellener for a layup to is a reality, the talent of this
fashion this Eaglet lead. The mar- great frosh five is a giant step
gin hovered around the six point forward in Bob Cousy's plans to
mark until 6:15 when consecutive make Boston College basketball
field goals by John Hoff and Ed teams among the best in the naRooney and two free throws by tion, and the fine coaching and
Kvancz stretched the lead to 28- handling of material by Frank
-15. But the Cross came battling Power assure more of the same
back to outscore Frank Power's later.
lads, 15-7, over the final five minTHE RECORD
utes of the period to close the
88-67 UMass
64-62
Dartmouth 104-63
gap to 35-30 at halftone. Tom Ask- Merrimack
N.U. (ovt.) 81-80

Coach Frank Power

1964-65's undefeated Frosh Team: front row: Phil Lahey, Tom Breslin, Jack Crowley, Ed
Rooney, Steve Kelleher, Jack Kvancz; back row: Steve McCarthy, manager, John Hoff, Bill McSuirk, Tom Pacynski, Jim Kissane, Art Kelly, Steve Adelman, and Coach Frank Power.

tens led ithis surge with eight of
these 15 points.
But the Eaglets would not let
a well earned undefeated season
go by the boards. Devastating fast
breaks, including four patented
Kvancz-to-Kelleher layups, and a
19 point second half scoring spree
by Kissane cinched the victory.
The verdict was long since decided when, at the 9:20 mark of
the second stanza, the frosh engineered their biggest lead of the
game, 71-50, before eventually going into the locker room with a

Brown).

89-80 B.U.
74-58
UConn
Harvard
101-60 Harv. JV
76-50
Providence 96-50 Brandeis
96-38
Brown
72-55 Holy Cross 100-90
URI
76-70 Brown
112-69
Harv. JV
81-63 Chamber.
68-59
Stonehill
88-79 Huntington 92-54
Fairfield
84-83 Holy Cross 94-75

STATISTICS
S.
J.
S.
J.
E.
T.
J.
P.
T.
J.
A.
B.

Adelman

Kvancz
Kelleher
Kissane

Rooney
Pacynski
Hoff
Lahey

Breslin
Crowley

Kelly
McGuirk

Totals

RD
20
20
20

fB ft Pts. Ay.
60 352 17.6
102 116 320 16.0
124 34 282 14.1
146

20 95 70 260 13.0
20 85 40 210 10.5
9 38
9 85
9.4
19 31
18 80 4.6
16 28
16 72
4.5
13 11
8 30
2.3
9
6
6
18 2.0
7
7
3
17 2.4
8
2
3
7
0.8
20 675 381 1731 86.6

